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Unveiling the Signifiers of Rain in
John Adams’s China Gates
by Leah Amarosa

Abstract. While previous scholarship has focused on the close relationship be-
tween John Adams’s pieces,ChinaGates and PhrygianGates, this paper offers an alter-
native interpretation ofChinaGates based on Adams’s recent revelation that the piece
was inspired by an endlesswinter rainstorm that beat downonhis cottage.This paper
utilizes a two-part methodology: musical elements are analyzed first using theoret-
ical tools, after which I adopt a semiotic framework based on cognitive theories of
cross-domain conceptual blending to demonstrate how these musical elements sig-
nify rain through symmetry, phasing, parsimonious voice-leading, as well as pitch-
class and set-class repetition. In this paper, I unveil the analogical processes bywhich
the physical phenomenon of rain is represented bymusical features and illustrate the
action of cross-domain mapping in constructing a conceptual blend. I argue that in
producing a sonic analog for rain, China Gates suggests a narrative tension between
consistency and dynamism.

Keywords and phrases: Semiotics; cognition; minimalism; symmetry; voice lead-
ing.

Introduction

“Musical semiotics begins from the premise that
music [like all cultural creations] is a signifying

phenomenon” (Tarasti 2016, 48). In some cases, the com-
poser suggests a meaning through a title or performance
note. Other times, the interpretation is left to the per-
former, listener, or analyst. In what John Adams considers
his “opus one,” he gives solo piano pieces PhrygianGates and
China Gates varying levels of explanation regarding mean-
ing (n.d.). On his website, Adams provides a lengthy de-
scription of Phrygian Gates, while China Gates receives just
a few short sentences. For this reason, many scholars have
analyzed the meaning of China Gates with respect to Phry-
gian Gates, focusing on each title’s relationship to gating
in electronic machines and waveforms (see Sanchez-Behar

2014; Escuder 2012; Lankov 2014). However, while working
with the Los Angeles Philharmonic, Adams shared a video
inwhichhedescribes the inspiration forChinaGates. In this
video, Adams reveals his inspiration: the repetitive, rhyth-
mic patterns of “endless winter rain” that beat down on
his little cottage in San Francisco in 1977 (LA Phil 2020).
In this paper, I will demonstrate various musical elements
in this piece that signify rain, including symmetry, phas-
ing, voice leading parsimony, as well as pitch-class and set-
class repetition. Thus, my research attempts to provide an
alternative to interpreting China Gates within the frame-
work of the electronic medium (gating), and instead in-
terpret the piece through a naturalistic lens, in which mu-
sical and physical domains combine to construct mean-
ing.
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1. Methodology
This paper combines methodologies applied by other

scholars in music theory concerning minimalist tech-
niques,especially inworksby JohnAdams. I primarily build
on Alexander Sanchez-Behar (2014, 46–60) by discussing
further layers of symmetry in China Gates, such as beat-
class set symmetry, and consider that these symmetries
communicate signify elements of rain. In addition, I apply
ideas related to musical signifiers in minimalist composi-
tions fromscholars suchasSeanAtkinsonandRebeccaLey-
don. My research stems from the work of Atkinson (2011),
which observes that repetition and variation of motives in
the music of Steve Reich have extramusical meaning. I ap-
ply this idea further to John Adams’s China Gates. Further-
more, Leydon (2002) discusses the different effects of rep-
etition in minimalist works. I continue this conversation
with the proposition that repetition inChinaGates signifies
constant rain.

This paper’s semiotic framework is based on cognitive
theories of cross-domain conceptual blending, pioneered
by linguists Gilles Fauconnier andMark Turner (1995; 1998),
and applied to music soon after by Lawrence Zbikowski
(1997; 2002). Zbikowski’s research contends that meaning
construction in music is dependent on mappings between
musical domains and other conceptual domains such as
image, text, or color. A conceptual blend arises when two
musical and extramusical domains are blended, cognitively
informing the listener’s understanding of the music.

Two key concepts are necessary here – metaphor
and analogy. Following George Lakoff ’s (1993) definition,
Zbikowski understands metaphor as “a basic structure of
understanding through which we conceptualize one do-
main (the target domain, which is typically unfamiliar or
abstract) in terms of another (the source domain, which is
most often familiar and concrete),”meaning thatmetaphor
is a significant part of the human experience, but is in-
herently asymmetrical (2002, 66). Zbikowski’s more recent
research has shifted towards analogical mapping, in part
due to his view that analogy is a stronger relationship than
metaphor, arguing that “it is not simply about correlating
elements from one domain with elements in another do-
main, but about mapping relationships between these do-
mains” (2017, 29).

In my analysis of the signifiers of rain in China Gates,
I adopt Zbikowski’s framework for analogy, demonstrat-
ing how various musical elements analogically correspond
with aspects of rain to create a conceptual blend. To elu-
cidate these signifier-signified relationships, I will employ
the conceptual integration network (CIN), a model devel-
oped by Fauconnier and Turner (1998), applied extensively
in Zbikowski’s “Foundations ofMusical Grammar” (2017) in

the context of analogical mappings. In a CIN, each concep-
tual domain creates its own “mental space” with distinct
characteristics. Thus, a CIN explicitly unveils the connec-
tions that result in conceptual blending; in this case, it will
show how the physical phenomenon of rain is represented
by a musical element, and how these domains interact to
create meaning. Through this methodology, grounded in
musical semiotics and cognition and deepened through
music-theoretical tools, I unveil the musical signifiers that
create a “sonic analog” for rain.1

2. Preliminary Information
China Gates was written as a companion piece to the

much longer piece, Phrygian Gates. Both pieces exhibit
many features of musical minimalism, including simple
patterns and gradual changes. However, in these pieces,
Adams claims to have discovered something new: “I was al-
ready searching for ways to convolute and enrich the in-
herent simplicities of the style” (n.d.).This is exemplified in
what I call the “simple complexities” of ChinaGates.That is,
although Adams describes the piece as delicate and gentle,
it is the intricate compositional devices hidden beneath the
surface that bring about that perception. China Gates has a
tripartite structure, yet is further broken down into “gates,”
a term borrowed from electronics, described by Adams as
“themomentswhen themodes abruptly andwithoutwarn-
ing shift” (n.d.). In addition to change of mode, a new gate
also introduces new textural and rhythmic layers.The piece
consists of three voices: a pedal tone held throughout the
A sections of the piece, a steady eighth-note pattern in the
right hand, and various rhythmic patterns that expand and
contract over the course of each gate in the left hand. In
the performance notes, Adams provides a gating diagram,
displayed in Figure 1, to which I addmeasure numbers, dy-
namics, form,andmodes (1983).Thesymmetrical construc-
tion of this form,apparent by the shape of the diagram,will
be the focus of the next section.

3. Symmetry
Symmetry is one of the unifying features of the piece,

occurring in form, articulation, rhythm, and texture. In
this section, I analyze the various symmetrical features of
the piece, and then illustrate how themusical elements sig-
nify the physical elements of rain, constructing meaning
through cross-domain mapping and conceptual blending.

1 For further reading on this idea, Chapter 2 of Zbikowski (2017)
fleshes out the idea of “sonic analog” through Lawrence Barsalou’s
theory of perceptual symbol systems and Charles Sanders Peirce’s
notion of an icon.
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Figure 1. John Adams, China Gates, gating diagram. Adapted from Adams (1983); Lankov (2014); Saintreukk (2015).2

Example 1a. Adams, China Gates, textural and rhythmic transition from the A section to B section, mm. 75–82.

Thegating diagram in Figure 1 presents a clearmacro-layer
of symmetry: the length of the gates. More specifically, in
theA sections, thenumber of eighth-notedurations in each
pair of gates mirrors the length of the corresponding gates
in the other A section. In fact, Adams describes the piece
as “an almost perfect palindrome” (1983). The piece is also
nearly symmetrical in dynamic intensity.The A section be-
gins at pand thencrescendos into theBsection,whichhas a
dynamic level ofmf. 23measures into the A′ section, the dy-
namic level lowers to p, quiets to pp atm. 161, and themusic
gradually dissipates through the end of the piece, marked
morendo al fine (lit. “dying to the end”).

2 China Gates by John Adams. Copyright © 1983 by Associated Mu-
sic Publishers, inc. International Copyright Secured. All Rights Re-
served.

Symmetry also occurs in the rhythm and texture of
China Gates. At the macro level, symmetry is exhibited as
the rhythm and texture suddenly shift at the beginning of
each new section. The rumbling bass pedal unexpectedly
vanishes at the start of the B section, then reenters at the
start of the A′ section. And while the right hand continues
with a steady eighth note pattern throughout the whole
piece, the left hand exhibits a contracting and expanding
pattern throughout the A sections, then joins the left
hand in the steady eighth note pattern in the B section.
Examples 1a and 1b display this shift between each section.

Furthermore, symmetry in rhythmic displacement, or
phasing, contributes to the palindromic structure of the
work. Rhythmic irregularity and complexity arise through
phasing, a compositional device that SteveReich pioneered
in Come Out (1966) with tape loops, and later utilized in
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Example 1b. Adams (1983), China Gates, textural and rhythmic transition from the B section to A′ section, mm. 109–116.

works such as Piano Phase. In Piano Phase, the phasing tech-
nique is achieved through two pianos playing short identi-
calmotives,whereonepianist keepsa steady tempoand the
other increases their tempo until they slowly become out of
phase with one another. In China Gates, the pianist’s hands
each play a different rhythmic motive, with phasing occur-
ring when the motive in one hand increases or decreases
its length to a value that is not amultiple of the other hand.
In other words, the phasing arises from differences in mo-
tive length between the two hands, rather than differences
in tempo.

For instance, in the first fifteen measures (the first
gate), the left hand undergoes various transformations in
motivic length. Example 2 presents the motivic length of
each hand, with annotations showing where the hands
sound “in phase” and “out of phase.” At the beginning of the
piece, eachmotive has a length of seven eighth notes. Over
the course of the gate, the left-hand motive shifts between
lengths of four, six, seven, and eight eighth-note lengths.
Any time the motives are not the same length, nor a multi-
ple of the other, they are out of phase.

While phasing in itself is a dynamic process with sev-
eral cognitive implications, phasing in China Gates also oc-
curs symmetrically between the gates. To reveal this sym-
metry, I apply beat-class set theory.3While the right-hand

3 In this section, I utilize beat-class sets similarly to Cohn (1992,
146–177) and Roeder (2003, 275–304) in their analyses of Steve Re-
ich’s phase-shifting music.

Table 1. Adams, China Gates, beat-class sets in the first two
gates, mm. 1–30.

Motive # Eighth-note beat Beat-Class
Set1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

#1 X X X [024]
#2 X X X [024]
#3 X X X [024]
#4 X X X [024]
#5 X X X [024]
#6 X X [02]
#7 X X [02]
#8 X X X [024]
#9 X X X [024]
#10 X X X [024]
#11 X X X [024]
#12 X X X [024]

motive is always of the same length in each gate, the left
hand’s adjustments in length cause a shifting metrical cy-
cle. The metrical cycle for each motive is the number of
eighth-note pulses it contains. Table 1 shows the beat-class
(bc) sets of the first two gates. An X indicates an attack
on an eighth note, and the middle horizontal line repre-
sents the axis of symmetry, which corresponds to the gate
change (motives 1–6 occur in the A section, 7–12 in the B
section). Finally, the gray boxes indicate that the motive
does not have an attack on that eighth-note unit. For ex-
ample, whereas the length of motive #5 is eight eighth-
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Example 2. Adams (1983), China Gates, phasing inmm. 1–15.

note pulses, with attacks on 〈1,3,5〉 (already ordered) re-
sulting in prime form [024], the modular system of motive
#1 is seven eighth-note pulses in length. Therefore, {1,3,6}
is not ordered and must first be ordered to 〈6, 1,3〉 to find
the prime form [024]. This table reveals perfect symmetry
in bc sets between these two gates. Moreover, every bc set
is [024] except for those directly preceding and succeeding
the axis of symmetry. However, this differing bc set is con-
nected through a subset relationship, as [02] is a subset of
[024].This symmetric structure occurs between all succes-
sive gates in the A sections of the piece, extending the over-
all symmetric structure of the work.

The various layers of symmetry in this piece create
multiple structural correlations between the musical do-
main and the conceptual domain associated with rain. On

the macro level, the formal symmetry of the piece is analo-
gous to the process of a rainstorm, establishing a narrative
through the blending of these domains.4 The UCAR Cen-
ter for Science Education describes storms as having three
stages: the developing stage, themature stage, and the dis-
sipating stage (UCAR2023).Thedeveloping stage,when the

4 Though Tarasti, in A Theory of Musical Semiotics describes mini-
malistmusic as “anti-narrative,” his comment ismade in reference
to minimalism’s lack of beginning, middle, and end– atemporal-
ity (1994, 284). However, the form of China Gates establishes tem-
porality. Furthermore, Tarasti remarks onminimalism’s “narrative
illusion,” suggesting that narrative does in some way exist (285).
Richard Powell’s article, “Accessible Narratives: Continuity in the
Music of John Adams,” explores narrativity in works of Adams’s,
which, like China Gates, have an “audible geography” (2014, 390).
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Figure 2. Adams, China Gates, large-scale CIN.

storm clouds are formed, is signified by the A section with
the quiet dynamic level; the bass pedal may even evoke the
sound of quiet thunder drawing near.The second stage, the
mature stage, is when the storm gains energy and reaches
its peak. InChinaGates, this is represented by theB section,
which exhibits a louder dynamic and more rhythmic en-
ergy.The last stage, called the dissipating stage, iswhen the
storm weakens and dies out. In China Gates, the A′ section
similarly fades way, its musical elements marking a return
to normalcy.

On themicro level, rain is represented throughmime-
sis. The eighth-note consistency throughout the entire
piece in the right handmimics the repetitive, steady sound
of rain. Secondly, irregularity arising from phasing sig-
nifies the organic source of Adams’s inspiration. Despite
shifts between modes, the beat-class symmetry suggests
continuity.Thus, there is a paradoxical aspect to this piece,
as there is to rain: there is a stability in process, yet a shift in
energy, creating a novel narrative from the blending of the
two domains.

The conceptual integration network (CIN) for these
large-scale processes is featured in Figure 2. Recall that a
CIN is constructed from different mental spaces. The two
mental spaces activated by this work are the musical space
and John Adams’s comment about the piece’s inspiration;
these are called input spaces. At the top of the diagram
is a generic space, which “captures the abstract core idea
sharedbetween the two correlated spaces” (Zbikowski 2017,

49). Lastly, these three core spaces activate the fourth space,
referred to as the blended space.This conceptual blend cre-
ates a new idea out of the analogical mappings– that the
musical work exhibits a narrative tension between consis-
tency and dynamism.

4. Pitch Classes and Voice Leading
Thus far, this analysis has focused on large-scale form

and rhythm. Next, I identify how the pitch classes and
voice leading achieve continuity andunity through the con-
trasting sections, signifying the endlessness of rain. In this
section, the theoretical approaches of both pitch-class set
theory and neo-Riemannian theory will elucidate the rela-
tionship between the motivic movement of this piece and
the environmental forces of rain, resulting in a conceptual
blend. First, this piece is based on a limited number of
pitch-class collections. As a result, there is not only repe-
tition of rhythmic patterns, but also pitch-class patterns.
In China Gates, the A sections consist of two alternating
modes, with changes of mode coinciding with each new
gate. One major and one minor mode (according to the
scalar third) belong to each section. In the A section, the
alternation is between A[ Mixolydian and G] Aeolian. Be-
cause the tonic of eachmode is the samepitch class (pc), the
A[/G] pedal persists throughout the entire section. Like-
wise, the A′ section alternates between F Locrian and F Ly-
dian, with an F pedal throughout most of this section.The
utilization of thesemodes is significant in achieving pitch-
class repetition in this piece. In the A section, the only dif-
ference in pc content between A[ Mixolydian and G] Ae-
olian is between the third and sixth scale degree of each
mode, consistent with a hearing of the modes as major or
minor, respectively. However, in the A′ section, F Locrian
and F Lydian have only two pcs in common: their tonic and
C[/B. As a result, the first section has two pcs not in com-
mon, while the last section has only two pcs in common.
Furthermore, these are the same pcs: in the A section, the
differing pcs are B/C and F/E, while in the A′ section, the
common pcs are B and F.

In discussing continuity, or endlessness, another
pitch-class link in the piece occurs in the modes of the A
sections. G] Aeolian (A) and F Locrian (A′) contain nearly
the same pcs.5 However, themost significant feature of the
pitch-class collections in this piece is the alternation be-
tween thepairedmajor andminormodes.Adams states, “It
strikesmenowas a piece calling for real attention to details
of dark, light and the shadows that exist between” (Adams

5There is just one differing pitch– 1̂ in Locrian (F) and 6̂ in Aeolian
(E). Tymoczko (2004) refers to scales that relate in thisway as “max-
imally intersecting.”
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Figure 3. Adams, China Gates, dual transpositional voice
leading in the right hand, mm. 75–79.

n.d.). These two contrasting features, dark and light, are
also representative of rain. On the one hand, a rainstorm
creates darkness, dreariness, and even gloom. But on the
other hand, rain is necessary for the growth and regenera-
tion of life.Thus, altering just two pcs leads to both conflict
and continuity simultaneously, evoking the same blended
space as in Figure 2.

Further continuity is displayed in the relationships be-
tween set classes which heavily gravitate towards common
tone preservation in their transformations. Within each
gate in the piece, each hand plays a repetitive pattern con-
sisting of between two and six pitch classes. Adams deals
with these transitions with “extreme delicacy” through
common tones and parsimonious voice leading (Adams
n.d.). Although the gates oscillate dramatically between
major and minor modes, each hand’s pitch collections
maintain at least one common tonewhenmoving fromone
gate to the next.These pitch-class sets are often further re-
lated through transposition, inversion, or triadic transfor-
mation.Additionally, thepitch classes that arenot common
tones often create semitonal voice leading.These relation-
ships produce smooth voice leading and transitions, pro-
ducing a sound characteristic of a steady rainstorm. To il-
lustrate these transformations, I will apply a combination
of pitch-class set theory and neo-Riemannian theory.

At themacro level, the transitions between formal sec-
tions in the piece are smooth in voice leading and har-
mony, connected by set classes that relate through transpo-
sition, inversion, or inclusion. Although there are changes
of mode and key signature, these relationships provide a
sense of continuity and flow through these transitions. In
this way, mm. 75–78 set up the B section of the piece. The
right-handmotive is of set-class 4–23[0257],moving to set-
class 4–14[0237] inm. 79.This voice leading is best reflected
using ShaugnO’Donnell’s dual transpositionmodel (2007).
Figure 3 displays this dual transpositional voice leading;
note that each voicemoves by half step, either down (T11) or
up (T1).The left-hand motives interact similarly. Including
theG]pedal in thebass, the left hand inmm.75–78 is alsoof
set-class 4–23[0257],whichmoves to set-class 4–14[0237] in
m. 79. Figure 4 shows this dual transpositional voice lead-

Figure 4. Adams, China Gates, dual transpositional voice
leading in the left hand, mm. 75–79.

Figure 5a. Adams, China Gates, transformational voice leading
in the right hand, mm. 109–113.

Figure 5b. Adams, China Gates, dual transpositional voice
leading in the right hand, mm. 109–113.

ing; all voices also move by semitone. Finally, the last two
notes sounded together in the A section create a perfect
fifth, and the first harmony of the B section is also a per-
fect fifth, creating parallel octaves by ascending semitone
(refer back to Example 1a). Through these various connec-
tions, the A section moves smoothly into the B section.

Likewise, the shift from the B section to the A’ sec-
tion exhibits many of the same relationships. The right-
handmotive inmm. 109–112 is of set-class 3–7[025], which
transitions into m. 113, the start of the A′ section. The set
class of the right hand in mm. 113–116 is 4–22[0247]; how-
ever, I will consider the statement of the motive that con-
tains three pitches of set-class 3–7[025], the same as the
final set class of the B section. If one were to use voice-
leading transformations to connect these two set classes,
the result would be mapping at I11 (see Figure 5a). How-
ever, this mapping does not consider the common tones in
these pitch classes.Figure 5bdemonstrates howdual trans-
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Figure 6. Adams, China Gates, dual transpositional voice leading in the left hand, mm. 109–114.

Example 3. Adams (1983), China Gates, step-class retrograde inversion, left hand, mm. 71–78.

Example 4a. Preserved ordered pitch intervals in right hand, mm. 74–75, A section (Adams 1983).

positions reflect this voice leading accurately.The left hand,
in contrast, features much longer motives between these
two sections. In mm. 109–112, the five-note motive is of
set-class 5–35[02479], the pentatonic collection.The begin-
ning of the A′ section features a six-note motive, set-class
6–33[023579]. Bothmotives have four pitch classes in com-
mon; this smooth voice leading emerges in the dual trans-
positions shown in Figure 6. These close relationships, in
which voices either stay common or move by semitone, es-
tablish continuity between the contrasting sections of the
piece, analogous to the continuous downpour of rain.

Not only is continuity reflected in the section transi-
tions, but also between each gate through interval preser-
vation.At themacro level, the left hand of each pair of gates
is a mirror inversion of intervals of the other. Sanchez-

Behar describes this phenomenonas “step-class retrograde
inversion” (2016, 50). In other words, the ordered pitch in-
tervals (opis) are symmetric in each pair of gates. Exam-
ple 3 displays this relationship between two adjacent gates
in mm. 71–78. This symmetry occurs in each pair of gates
in the A sections. Although these pairs of gates are in dif-
ferent modes and key signatures, the left-hand intervals
remain symmetrically equal. The right-hand melodies are
not as systematic.However, typically anopi is preservedbe-
tween each gate. Examples 4a–4c present an occurrence of
this event from each section.

Additionally, at the micro level, many of the gates in
the A and B sections can be connected through smooth tri-
adic transformations:neo-RiemannianoperationsP,L,and
R. Timothy Johnson has applied this same technique to an-
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Example 4b. Preserved ordered pitch intervals in right hand, mm. 107–108, B section (Adams 1983).

Example 4c. Preserved ordered pitch intervals in right hand, mm. 160–161, A′ section (Adams 1983).

Example 5. P transformation, right hand, mm. 15–16 (Adams 1983).

Example 6. PR transformation, right hand, mm. 41–43 (Adams 1983).

Example 7. L Transformation, right hand, mm. 80–81 (Adams 1983).

alyze triadic sections in Adams’s Nixon in China (2011), and
Joseph Straus in Adams’sHarmonium (2016, 191–192).These
triadic transformations preserve common tones and cre-
ate parsimonious voice leading.The first example in China
Gates appears in mm. 15–16. The last three pitch classes
of the right-hand motive of the first gate are E[, A[, and
C, creating an A[-major triad (A[+). Then, the first three
pitches of the right hand in the second gate are D], G],
and B, a G]-minor triad (G]–). These triads are related by
a P (parallel) transformation, shown in Example 5. From

the second to the third gate, the P transformation is per-
formed again, undoing the transformation.Next, from the
third to the fourth gate, the A[-major triad in the right
hand shifts to a B-major triad. These triads, which have
one common tone, E[/D], can be related with a PR trans-
formation, as shown in Example 6. In this example, one
voice moves by one semitone, and the other moves by two
semitones, which still creates parsimonious voice leading.
Like the first transformation, this one is undone in the next
gate.
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Table 2. Set-class sequence in the B section.

m. 79 m. 80 mm. 81–82 mm. 83–86 mm. 87–90 m. 91 m. 92 mm. 93–95 mm. 96–99
Right Hand (0237) (037) (037) (0247) (0135) (037) (027) (025) (0157)
Left Hand (0237) (015) (0135) (0135) (0135) (0235) (0246) (03) (0156)

mm. 100–101 m. 102 m. 103 m. 104 mm. 105–106 m. 107 m. 108 mm. 109–112
Right Hand (01) (02) (02) (05) (05) (013) (013) (025)
Left Hand (0247) (0235) (024) (05) (01568) (0235) (013) (02479)

The gate transitions in the B section also exhibit parsi-
monious voice leading. Inm.80, the righthandarpeggiates
a B-major triad. Inm.81, one pitch ismoved by a semitone,
forming an arpeggiated E[-minor triad.These triads relate
throughanL transformation,where theB-major triad is in-
verted around its minor third. Superset or subset relation-
ships connect many of the motives that are not related by
neo-Riemannian transformations. Table 2 displays a com-
pletemap of the set-class sequence in the B section.Nearly
all the set classes relate to the concurrent set or a set in the
previous ornextmeasureby repetition, subset,or superset.

Thus, the pitch-class collections, motives, set classes,
and their transformations exhibit cohesion throughout
both large-scale formal sections and between gates, sig-
nifying the constant, gentle rain. The consistency of pro-
cesses over various changes of mode and register demon-
strates Adams’s commitment to a cohesive sound. Adams’s
own words reveal this commitment: “I remember hearing
the rain coming down incessantly on the roof of this little
cottage and there’s something about the gentle, repetitive
patterns of this piece that I connect with that experience”
(LA Phil 2020). Even through the dramatic shifts between
major andminor and the contrasting formal sections, there
is a unified sound. For this reason, I assert that this cross-
domain mapping between the physical phenomena of rain
and themusical elements of ChinaGates creates a narrative
of tension between their paradoxical aspects.

Conclusion
In JohnAdams’sChinaGates, signifiers suchas symme-

try, rhythm, voice leading parsimony, and pitch-class and
set-class repetition symbolize the “endlesswinter rain” that
inspired Adams to compose this piece. Through this anal-
ysis, I have shown how meaning is created from the con-
ceptual blend of musical space and rain space. In an inter-
view with Aaron Jay Kernis, Adams expressed, “I feel that
when you take a group of notes together, or someharmonic
organization, or a rhythmic pulse, anything like that, that
the music has its own personality, immediately, and then
the really creative composer follows the implication of that
material” (Adams and Kernis 1992). I believe this analysis

of China Gates reflects that sentiment. Simple complexi-
ties hide beneath the surface, inviting listeners to follow
theirmeaningful significations.Through its numerous sig-
nifiers, this piece unearths the delicate tensionbetween the
dialectical processes of rain: consistency and change, tran-
quility and destruction, light and dark.
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